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Mr. Robert L. Anthony CISTRIBUTION
P.O. Box 186 5ee next page
Moylan, Pennsylvania 19065

Dear Mr. Anthony:

Your " Petition by Intervenor R. L. Anthony /F0E to the Commission to Suspend
Operating License NPF-39, Issued to Philadelphia Electric for Cause, as
Specified in 10 CFR 50.100" dated February 27, 1986 (Petition) has been
referred to my Office for a response.

The Petition raises a variety of matters related to operation of the Limerick
Generating Station, Units 1 and 2, of the Philadelphia Electric Company (Licensee)
which are alleged to pose safety concerns. The Petition requests suspension of
the current license NPF-39 which authorizes operation of Limerick Unit 1.

As a basis for the requested action, the Petitioner refers to NRC Inspection
Report findings, proceedings presently pending before the NRC or the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit, Director's Decisions issued by the NRC pursuant
to 10 CFR 2.206, and Licensee Event Reports filed by the Licensee with the NRC.
No new information is provided in the Petition. In sum, the information provided
in the Petition is not new, and has been developed as a consequence of activities

!: which the Commission has either undertaken itself or required the Licensee to
report. In this context, it is appropriate to presume that the NRC has given
appropriate consideration to the issues raised particularly as the Petition
offers no basis to warrant reconsideration of these issues by the NRC.

1
l Accordingly, I do not believe it is appropriate to consider the Petition pursu-

ant to 10 CFR 2.206. That regulation requests that the Petition "... set forth
|
- the facts that constitute the basis for the request." 1/ A corollary of the

requirement is that the Petition must show something more than merely recite
facts which the agency has itself developed through inspections, adjudications

| or notifications. In these latter instances, in the absence of some specific
| showing to the contrary, it may be presumed that the agency response was
| adequate. What this Petition signals is disagreement with NRC over handling

of the issues raised. Such disagreement, without more, is an insufficient
| basis for staff action pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206.

Sincerely,

**96c4230513 860416
PDR ADOCK 05000352 Darrell G. Eisenhut, Acting Director
G PDR Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: Licensee

1/_ Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2),
DD-82-13, 16 NRC 2115, 2121 (1982); see also Public Service Company of
Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generation Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-10,
11 NRC 438, 433 (1980).

*Previously concurred: RB for
PD#4/LA PD#4/PM PD#4/D RGI 0 ELD AD/BWR DD/BWR
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U..S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
PHILA. ELEC. CO. Limrick Gcn. Stc. Unite 1 & 2 DOCKET NO: 50-352,353

PETITkON BY INTERVENOR R.L. ANTHONY /F0E TO THE COMMISSION TO SUSPEND OP. LIC
NPF-39, ISSUED TO PHILA.ELEC. ,POR CAUSE, AS SPECIFIED IN 10CPR50.100W}h[

Feb. 27, 1986

SUSPENSION OF LICENSE. Anthony /F0EpetitionstheCommissionunderthe rovi-
~

sions of 10 CFR 50.100 to suspend the operating license, NPF-39, iss ed yNC

to PECo in August 1985, on the basis of cause,under the specific co plaints of
violations, omissions and possibly deceptive information in PECo's o%/dt gof
the Limerick unit 1. reactor set forth below.

n 50.100 (above) states as cause,for revocation or suspension of aSe

license any material false statement in the application...or other statement of

fact required.... (2.) .. conditione revealed...or statement.. report, inspection,
or other means,which would warrant the Cem=ission to refuse to grant a license
on en original application....(3) or failure to .. operate a facility in accor-
dance with the terms of.. license....(4) or for violations of,or failure to observe,
any of the terms and provisions of the act,regu'stions, license, permit,or order
of the Commission. "

We present behw the evidence on which the Commission should act to suspend
license NPF-39 und. - the four categories listed,in abbreviated form,from the pre-
vious paragraph. Cr.r presentation follows this orders (2.) " conditions revealed
... .to refuse to grant a license. .':(3)" failure to.. operate. .in accordance with
.. license...."(4) . Violations of,or failure to observe..the act, regulations, license,
permit,or order. . ."(1.) . ." any material false statement. .or other statement of
fact..."

We also review here the cumulative evidence which demands suspension of Lic.

NPF-39 from our appeals currently awaiting NRC action,and reinforce these with

evidence from current NRC inspection reports, license event reports, letters,etc.,

as set forth below. The followirg are the appeals in which we are involved:
ALAB -819 is the 2nd PID and concerns external threats to safe operation.
LPS-85-14 involves flaws in,and violations of Offsite Emergency Plans.
ALAB 823 flooding and disabling control b1dg. via openings, Unit 2 to Unit 1.
ALAB 828 effluent releases to the environment from Limerick operation.
DD-86-1 review of 8 exemption of regulations threatening safe operation,Duit
To NRR(1/17/86)vs. PECo requested changes of use limits for Schuylkill water.
Amendment No.l. to Lic., exemption from T.S. 4.6 3 4 (1/30, 2/5,2/12,2/15/86)
85-3606 U.S. 3rd Cir. Court vs. exemption r offsite ergency exergise.
PECo Proposed Atrecoment 50 F.R 53235 2 6 6 Anthon OE petition 50 ASLB.These appeals are cited below, according to the umbers or ates.

CONDITIONS REVEALED WARRANTING REFUSAL OF LICENSE (2. above )
1. NRC would have refused PECo a full power license if it had evaluated the

withdrawal of confidence in PECo's ability to operate a nuclear plant (Brd.Notif.
65-070,7/22/85) stated thus: "the fundamental NRC concern b ...namely, inadequate
management (PECo) control by the licensee of licensed activities performed by con-
tractors."(p.1.) An enclosure,(letter of T.E.Murley,5/30/85) gives details of
two Severity Level III violations, Peach Bottom (App. A ) with asanaand civil penal-
ties $25,000 and Limerick (App.B ) assessed penalties 8 50,000. Mr.varley further
states (5/30/85, p.2 ) :
NThD~
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Thoso violaticne end thoso ot,Pacch Bottom facility d:monstrato that inadequ-

-

i

ate oversight and control of ocntractor cotivitico is not lisited to the par-
ti'cular facility management, but also involves corporatg management. Further,

the violations at Limerick represent the second instance I year of PEco's in-
adequate control of contractor guard force activities.

2. A Januarg inspection of this year shows that the lack of guard protection
continues and call for suspension of the license until safe guarding of the

g

plant is assured.( Insp. 86-01,1/17/86)(p.1.)Enforcementactionwasconsider-
edon2/7/86undertheinstigationofT.T.Martinbecauseofa

openings and degradations of protected area / vital area barriers and to review
allegations relative to security officers leaving their posts without being
relieved.

| And Insp. 85-42 ( 1/27/86)(p.3) included a review of
previoue commitments made by the licensee to NRC Region I as... follow-up of

allegations regarding the removal of potentially sensitive security drawings
ftg pio1gp s listed above it seems obvious PECo does not control its guards.From g

3. PEComamagement's apparent inability to profit from NRC instruction and in spite
4

the assessed penalties of $ 25,000 and S 50,000.above,shows up further in Inspec.
th86-02(p.7)v he same discredited Radiation Work Permits system still being re-

lied on, " adopted,with some modification,from the Peach Bottom station."

4. PECo's proposed restart of construction on Urit 2 involves threats to safe
operation of Unit I which should prompt NRC to suspend the license until
all provisions have been completed to isolate the construction from Unit 1 opera-

ing
flood of the controltion. Our appeal, ALAB-823 highlights one ofthethreagsresul ing n

building via construction openings from Unit 2 with the loss of cooling equipment
required
to keep the sensitive control systems g g tional, in order to be able to control
and shut down the reactor. Insp. 86-01 describes new breaches between Units 1 & 2.

Under the threat of water from Unit 2 and new constructio'n openings adding aug-

; mented hazards to Unit 1 operation, license NPF- 39 must be suspended since this

license would not have been issued if these hazards had been known in August '85,

5 Our appeal, ALAB 828, warns of the danger to the public from Limerick
effluent releases. Current examples of PECo's careless, dangerous operation call,

for immediate suspension of the license. Inspec. 86-02(p.4) describes a radioactive
release at dangerous levels directly to the environment for abcut 45 minutes via

the north exhaust stack. PEco could not sample or record how high the levels

(p4.) " due to locked security doors at the access to the north stack.."were

Thie hazard is still open for another inspection. (86-02-01)

lbs/ water6. Insp. 86-02 details more effluent releases >(p 4&5) 300,000 hr steam

flow into the condenser and its bay with uncertain levels of radionetive permen-g

i ting to the outside, probably more than 100 gallons . PECo has no measure of

the damage resulting from these two releases nor a spill (p 9)from drain lines

on 1/8/86 when a " sink overflowed into a floor drain which was pumped to the on-

site holding pond (which) is discharged to the Schuylkill River'.'( Open item 86-02-05'

.

~---mr- ,,,,m , w n --,,-o- ,,,-----,---me -,,.,.,-.,-m.-.-- ---- - , - - , , e- - - . - - - - - --. , -- .,-.--,---n -,,n
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7. In cddition to the clarming nature of thoso rolonsos to the conclusica
that PECo is handicapped in preventing repetitions because " tha licensee does
not have a procedure to capture the facts relative to potential radiological

incidents and provide for a timely management review of these incidents." Ipsp.
86-02. (Open Item 86-02-02). This situation calls for suspension of the license.

8. Further evidence for immediate suspension come from the following inspeo-
tions: 85-30, radioactive water spill (y14), resin-water spill (p 17),and un-
certain drywell temperature control (unresolved item, 85-30-03, p. 19,20): and
85-36/85-09 (p 16-18) the possibility of flood water entry into the control strue-
ture (see para.4. above) which"could impact personnel habitability and electronie
equipment throughou_t the control structure". This lose of cooling possibility
forces a heretofore unconsidered threat to operation nndtbe necessity to" address (es)
the determination of an effective tenperature .... which would require initiation
of a plant shutdown"(p 17). Uncertainties as to " permanent modifications (p 16)
...to preclude flood water entry,and the implementation of administrative controls

also
for opening of Unit 2 " ( unresolved item 85-36-02) needesitate license suspension.

9 The present. continuing vulnerability of the Emergency Service Water System
a

poses a threat to safe operation which was not evaluated before issuance of the
license in the way it ca- be now. In Insp. 85-36 fp 3) questions in a BNL report

. on the need for a procwdure to realign ESW cooling water" point up the risks"

to safe operation which have not been sufficiently covered.( unresolved 85-36-01)
In p. 85-43 warns further of risks associated with ESW and cites a Level IVs

violation (App. A) of locking procedures on discharge valves.This witnesses to

l PECo's careless operation. Purthermore,the prediction that "the loss of ESW Loop
B also causes HPCI to be inoperable,along with two RHR and two Core Spray pumps
(and)...the loss of ESW Loop A causes #ROIC to be inoperable,along with two RER
and core spray pumps" poses tha threat the loss of emergency power and cooling,
and the ability to safely shut down the reactor. (p 15) " The effect of the
Limerick ESW system design for HPCI and RCIC room coolers is identified as an
unresolved item. (352/85-43-02) ".

Further warnings (p.15) come from PRA, 8/84,which " discussed dominant inter-
nal event contributors,and in particular the risk importance associated with,for
example,a lo s of HPCI or RCIC room cooling" and a .BNL review, 8/84, which " cov-s
ered ESW design,preoperational testing and operating procedures,and focused upon
the ESW system because of its PRA importance."

FAILURE TO OPERATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LICENSE ((3.) under Sec. 50.100 above)

Our six appeals waiting for NRC action all involve failures by PECo to oper-
ate in accordance with the terms of the license. A seventh is in the Third Cir-

cuit Court for review of NRC's refusal to enforce its regulations on emergency

planning for the safety of the public in case of a Limerick nuclear emergency .
10. Our appeal, ALAB 828, demands that NRC insist on protection of the public

from PECo's Limerick radioactive emissions by adequate limits,and suspension
of reactor operation until there is assurance against any more releases such as
that detailed in Insp. 85-48 (p.3) and those in paragraphs 5,6,& 8 above. In

__ -- - , _ - - ._ _. __
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para. 7 above (V on item 86-02-02) NRC currsntly finds that PECo io not oblop

,to centrol such releases because it is not equipped to analyse these failures.

PECo,therefore,should not be allowed to operate under such riska to the publio.

11. In connection with the cooling water for the Unit I reactor PEco is in

violations of the environmental limitations of Appendix B of License NPF-39 as

set forth in our appeal of 1/17/86 to NRR. We petitioned NRC to stay the operation
and su= pend the license until PEco fulfills the requirements of Appendix B.

12. Appeal LPB-85-14 contains the evidence that the public is not protected,

and the license should be suspended because the hearing process oncffsite emer-

gency planning was flawed and inadequate. The regulations were not fulfilled.

13 A further drastic threat to the publio came in NRC's refusal to enforce

10 CFR App. E, Sec. iv. F.1. which requires a full participation offsite exer-

cise to test the emergency evacuation apparatus. The exercise is required with-

in a year of the license issuance .Up to the present,19 months have passed since
the last esercise. There is no assurar :e that an emergency evacuation zou of the
SPZ could be undertaken or could succeed.Meanwhile our attempt to protect the

public is frustrated by NBC's blocking of our petition to the 3rd Cir.Ct.,# 85-3606.

The license must be suspended until public evacuation can be tested and assured.

14 NRC permitted a violation of License NPF-39 in issuing to FEco on 2/6/86
Amendment No.1 which extends the time for excess flow chech val <es testing,as

required under Tech. Spec. 4.6 3 4, for 14 weeks,thereby leaving uncertain the

functioning of essential systems for safe operation. The reactor must be shut

down as we petitioned NRC on 1/30,2/5,2/12',and 2/15/86, undl these tests are
satisfied. PECo's bad faith and NRC's paddeipation in this evasion of safety

requirements is evidenced in the Jan. '86 operating report for Limerick, dated 2/14/86
which shows the reactor shut down from 1/3 to 1/9 and 1/14 to 1/20. During these
13 days the test could apparently .have been made and the risk of time extention

avoided. Any further risk must be stopped by suspension of operation until toe teets

15 PECo proposes to further gamble with essential leak rate tests of primary
containment isolation valves in a request for extention of time from March to

the end of May, 50 F.R. 53235 Isolation of the primary containment is a key

element in the safe shutdown of the reactor in case of a radiological accident .

Operation of the reactor must be suspended until these teaAs are satisfied and
this calls for immediate auspension of the license. We opposed the granting

of this amendment for a time extention in our submission of a petition to inter-

vene to ASLB on 2/26/86. There is added evidence of bad faith on PECo's part in
the record of reactor shutdown for 35 days from October through January, i.e.

22 more days when these test could have been performed beside the 13 in Jan.(par.14

FAILURE OR VIOLATIONS UNDER THE ACT, REGULATIONS, LICENSE, ORDER.((4) under sec.50.100)

The fourth clause in 10 CFR 50.100 cites as a cause for suspension: "violatione

-
.

, _
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of,or failuro to observe,any of tho tho terms cnd previolono of the cet,reguin-
tions,11eense, permit,or ordor of the Connicsion."

16. ' The Atonio Energy Act provides for protection of the public health and~

safety by assuring.the regulation of reactor operation to that end. The violations
and hasards specified above compromise this safe operation and threaten us and
the publio in the vicinity of Limerick,and even at the distance where intervenor
R.L. Anthony lives. These violations also endanger our rights for a safe environ-
ment guaranteed under NEPA. We petition for suspension of the license until the
protection of our safety , health and lives under these acts is made certain.

17 The violations and careless operation of the reactor set forth above pro-
vide conclusive evidence of the unsafe operation of Limerick,the risk of acoidents
and the resulting threats to our health and lives,and those in the community. We
repeat here that NRC has denied us protection under the acts (above) by failure to
act to protect us with workable emergency plans ( LP3-S5-1(), lack of action to

violatjocs via
protect the control building,sud protect Unit i from cons.:uction openings from3
Unit 2 ( ALAB-823),and failure to protect against offsite effluent releases (ALAB-
828). a Eco

18. NRC i ed to observe the provisions of the act and the decision of the

D.C. Circuit Court ( USC 735 F 2d 1437 ( 1994 ) in the exemption fra an emerg-
ency offsite exercise and a hearing on this. ( par.13 above.{3rd Cir. 85-3606.)

19 NRC's cooperation with PECo in finding " no significant effect on the

quality of the human environment" in PECo' asendment requests, 50 F.R.52874 and
50 F.R.53235,and refusal of proper environmental assessment or impact, violates
our rights under the acts above.

20. In a parallel way our rights were violated in thegr ting of exemptionse

to 10 CFR Part 50 requirements,(50 F.R. 27388). These exemptions ignore the
increased risk in operation and the threat to our health and safety from the

been
possible resulting accidents. The acts above,therefore,bn% violated and the lic-

must be suspended. We opposed these exemptions, but NRO refused any remedyence
in DD-96-1.

The risks added by these exemp tions have compounded by added exemptions
and violations as set forth in our text above,specifically as follows (50 F.R.27308);
Exemption B. concerns isolation valve risks as does 50 F.R. 53235 (15. above).
C. poses risks to ESW,RHR, and RHRSW emphasized further above ( 9.) E. involves

main steam isolation where PECo's. operation is in dangerous trouble as shown in
Insp. 85-49 and 86-02 ( 6.and 10. above). G. involves the faults in design that

prevent leak rate testing RHR valve =,some of the same valves endangering the
safe operation of the Emergency Service Water supply ( 9.) (Oee Insp. 85-43 )
The exemptions (DD-S6-1) sh ald never have been granted and our appeal against
them must be honored via the immediate suspension of the license.

MATERIAL FALSE STATEMENT OF FACT REQUIRED OF APPLICANT ((1.) under Sec. 50.100 ).

We consideS).he first clause in 10 CFR 50.100 in our final category of
evidence calling for the suspension of the license. The specific cause here is

.
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identified co " cny catorial fciso otatsscot in tho npplicatics or licenso or
in the supplemental or oth0r otatocent of feet requirod of tho applicant." Co

not have deliberately made falso stetesente,has
casertthatPECo,whileitma{itsabilitytosafelyoperatetheLimerickreactorcreated false impressions as

refuted by the evidence and,therefore, require- an immediate sus-Ubich are now

pension of the operating license.
21. PECo's record of a total of 102 Licensee twent Reports,LERs, in the year

1985 refutes the impression which PEco would have liked to create that it may be
settling into reliable, safe operation of the reactor. Indeed,the opposite is '

true PE6o has not developed reliable control of personnel performance or operating '

processes. More than i of the LES : are due to personnel error and 15% additional
can be attributed to faulty procedures or handling of equipment.

22. The series of LERs connected with the control room chlorine analyser pro-
vide evidence of PECo's incompetence and refute the deceptive assurances in these
reports that PECo has the operation under control. No competent management could

allow malfunctioning of this centrol room equipment for almo t a year and a half,s

for a total of 21 identical LERs (see LER 86-06) without decisive action. Thisdevaluing
situation not only testifies to incompetence but seems to display a dangerous fs

of distractions in the control room which could contribute to confusion and panic
~

in an emergency. The Inck of PECo = mas gement controlis reinforced by the fines
asse=sd by NHC (Par.1.) and NRC's finding that it " involves corporate management."

23 While the false impressions above may not be seen as willfull they show
fundan;ntal lacks in PECo's ability to operate safely and they call for suspension.

Other aspects of PECo's submissions in connection with the operating license and
amendments seem to border on willfull deception. We refer specifically to PECo's

requeste to change the standards for withdrawal of cooling water from the Sohuylkill,
and PECo's requests for extention of time for test in 50 F.R.52874 and 53235(19.abov
We opposed the former in our petition to NRR,1/17/86,which has not been answered
to our knowledge. We assert PE0o und deception in calling for ways to manipulate

the amount of water to be taken from the Schuylkill in default of its commitment

to the DRBC contract, approved by NRC, to abide by the" river follower" principle,
including,of course, low flow conditions which would prevent withdrawals.

24 In connection with the amendment requests from PECo for extentions of test
schedules,PECo used deception and was not proceeding in good faith when it did
not take advantage of the 35 days the plant was shut down from October to January
to complete these tests. This appears to constitute willfull deception and consti-
tutes adequate cause for suspension of the license. ( 15.)

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE . Since there is overwhelming evidence atave for the suspension
of License NFF-39 under the provisions of lOCFR 50.100,we petition NRC for immedi-
ate suspension,or as an alternative,to find under 10 CFR 2.201 (c)that the public
health safety and interest require it and that there are willfull violations and
therefore,the NRC orders . the Director immediately under Sect. 2.202 to issus a

cause order for the suspension of License NPF-39. Respectfullyshow
submitted,

Box 186 Moylan,Pa. 19065 gg gggg|
. _ .. . - .-. . ._ _ _ __.
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I certify that copies of PETITION BY INTERVENOR R.'L. ANTHONY 3tTS TO THE
C0 EMISSION TO SUSPEND OP. LIC. NPF-39 have beeneerved on :

NHC: Secretary,8eneral Counsel, Docketing and Service, H.If86tqfEj gg,
ALAB, Staff Counsel.

~ Conner & Totterhahn, F. Romano, lei

2/28/86 Ber 186 Moyla4M9 ihd5'5/"E*
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